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About This Content

The 1980s saw a decline in general merchandise traffic on British Rail. This meant numerous open and closed wagons became
surplus to requirements. In 1992, around 400 VDA vans were scheduled for conversion into open ballast wagons, these being
delivered to Network Southeast and the West Coast Mainline. After privatisation, the wagons continued in service with new

owners English Welsh & Scottish railway, who repainted many of them in the familiar EWS livery.

The ZCA Sea Urchins Wagon Pack includes 40 different versions, with two different under frame types in clean and weathered
schemes and a choice of loads including grey ballast, pink ballast, pea gravel, sand and empty (with load remnants).

This pack also includes the Retro-Reflective TSR Signs (Post Mounted) asset pack as a free download.
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Title: EWS ZCA Sea Urchins ex VDA Wagon Pack
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Fastline Simulation
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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good game!! you have to be carefull this game allows you to use alot of weapons as your enemie is oppressing you from your
own land you must escape using more then 6 weapons plus a shield. you will understand why they hate you so much,. damn
robots. CANT SAVE GAME VERY BAD. So, this is another casual gem-matching game, and the basic mechanics of the game
are perfectly fine. Nothing spectacular or innovative about it, but reasonably competent. If this was it, and it didn't have its game
breaking bugs (see below), I'd have given the game a thumbs up. Not a very enthusiastic thumbs up, but still a thumbs up.

What ruins things for me with the game are two things. First of all, bugs. Or rather, a bug. On multiple occasions, when just
having finishing a level, and in fact while the Level complete! message is dropping down from the top of the game, it just stops. It's
not frozen, per se, because the animations of gems etc keep running happily, but the message stops in the middle of falling, and then
nothing more happens. Fine, you say - I accidentally hit the pause key or something - and the first time around, this is what I
thought, too. Except, the keyboard was nowhere near me at the time. And nothing I could think of to do would make the game
resume. Eventually, I ended up having to kill it.

Sure, I can re-start the game, redo the level and be on my way, but it's annoying. When it happens again, and again, and again, it
goes beyond annoying, however.

The second thing that ruins thing for me is... the story. Now, a game like this doesn't really need a story. It's abstract enough that
trying to fit the game play into a narrative is going to be contrived, at best, but I have to agree that one or two similar games have
managed to integrate a story of sorts in ways that not only doesn't detract from the game, but actually add to it in a small way.

This, however, is not one of them. While it is possible, and not too time and click-consuming to get past the story elements, they feel
decidedly "glued on" and redundant, and as you advance through levels, more and more of an annoyance. Then, at some point,
they just stop, as if the developers, too, figured that they added nothing and just were something people would click past without
caring about. A speed bump, if you will. After this, the story makes intermittent returns, but those just serve to underline how
redundant and detached from the actual game the story really is.

So, in conclusion - the actual core game is OK, but seeing as how there are tons of similar games out there that both implement the
core game better (and without game breaking bugs), as well as provide a better context for the game, there really is no compelling
reason to bother with this one.. *very very loud farting noises*. True to the esteemed history of Panzer Corps, the devs of this DLC
can't even escape their pandering to wehraboos when making a campaign for the eastern front from the Soviet perspective. If you
play at a reasonable difficulty, you can expect wave after wave of unstoppable ubermensch units made up of the Superior Aryan
Bloodline to wreck your weak and feeble slavic' armies', irregardless of virtually any of the actual factual context of the Eastern
Front. You expect the Germans to run low on supplies in the winter season campaigns? Get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. You
expect the German offensive at Stalingrad to not be comprised of full strength unit after unit, like in the actual battle? Get
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. You expect the German tanks to have immense difficulties penetrating your KV-1s and T-34s in
the early war battles? Nah, get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. You want the unreliability of mid to late war German armor to be
modeled into the game? Get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed, Pather transmissions were perfectly designed and never failed,
German engineering is best engineering. Pass on this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if you've ever read a somewhat accurate text on
how the Eastern Front actually went down, buy this crap if you just want to have yourself another good and proper Panzer Corps
wank about how goddamn brilliant Guderian was and how Hitler totally would have won WWII if he just listened to his
wargammers.. Its a level, its cool. Adds more to the game.. This game = Lags, glitches, poor battle experiences. No grinding you
said? that is BS. You will be grinding on mobs for skills and pigments. You have to grind on events to obtain materials in order to
craft gears. You will be spending 80% of your game time grinding and 20% on losing your loots and getting killed by players in
group. What is ridiculous is that you are only allowed to gain certain amount of exp from items and killing mobs each day. So
many things are glitched at this moment, for example, earth wall does not properly block mobs as some mobs can just squeeze pass
walls. Gravirty well often does not apply slow on palyers and does not suck them toward the center. In terms of balance, it seems
like sickle is the most useful and probably most powerful weapon atm. it is capable of killing mobs in group and doing some good 2
VS 1 while other weapons are just eating\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Did i mention that you are constantly being
blocked and stucked by little rocks, plants, and sometimes buildings on the path ? that probably happens like every 5 minutes !! The
contol in this game is extremely clunky and not smooth, even MapleStory is smoother than this.

All and all, they want you to spend money to support them and reserve for future spots and names. I honostly do not think this
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game can even last that long unless they are willing to polish the contorls and improve the concept of this game so it is playable and
enjoyable.
. Disclaimer: I bought this game with my own money. My review is my own opinion and unbiased.

If you've ever played those games on mobile where you tap to moves troops from building to building while carefully managing
troop generation within the buildings - this game is basically that at the core.

Where this game differs, however, is the fact that it features both a single player campaign, as well as three (as of now)
multiplayer modes, and a skill tree that as you level you invest points in. You can also use spells in battle to alter structures or give
them buffs\/debuffs.

I've only played ~1 hour so far, and I played through the first of the 3 campaign "acts", as well as tried out a couple multiplayer
matches. I can't say how their matchmaking performs, I don't know if they have any algorithms to match you with people of a
certain level or not. However, from what it looked like to me, the multiplayer mode is ranked only (i.e. your rank moves up or down
depending on wins\/losses) so there doesn't seem to be an un-ranked multiplayer mode.

One of the multiplayer modes lets you team up with someone else to defend some buildings against an attacker, which is pretty cool.

This game is fairly fun and simple in terms of core gameplay, but the spells and structure types add a fun layer of depth and
strategy. However on larger maps with a lot of structures, you will need to be REALLY good at multitasking (monitoring structure
numbers, buff\/debuff generation, clicking\/selecting multiple buildings to move troops or collect buffs, watching for incoming
enemy advances, etc.). If you're not a fan of games that require multitasking, I doubt you'll like this very much.

Graphics are simplistic and colorful, the music is cheery (albeit sort of annoying - maybe add some new tracks? More relaxing
stuff maybe? I doubt everyone wants to listen to the same march-y sounding music all the time.

The price point of $5 (as of 08\/25\/2017) seems accurate for this game.

OVERALL RATING: 8\/10
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I played the first chapter for free, and got hooked on the story. But I assumed it was short because it was free. I bought the
second chapter, though, and it is as short as the first! I really don't feel like there is a lot of value for the money here.. I
preordered the game so I got it for free but if you really love this game like I do I would recommend this :). I really tried to get a
feeling for this game, but it feels so terribly clunky and uncomfortable, including a terrible UI, a bad introduction, no real
tutorial, and no information popups for ANYTHING that appears on the screen, that i had to stop playing it, because my head
hurt!

I still waited for some time and patches, and named all my complaints in an extensive forum-topic before reviewing the game,
but the dev did not only ignore all the -basic- issues the game obviously has, but insulted an other reviewer for just speaking out
the truth, and has officially defended his reaction and game-interface...

At this point, im leaving the game and developer behind.

Really disappointing.... This stupid game will not let me remove it from my Library. I would sugest never putting this game in
your library. Just not worth the hassle.. I've played the game for about 20 minutes. I paid full price unlike others that received it
for free. I will give my pointers as to why it has potential but not worth the price for being in such an early stage.

The game is like a mix of minecraft, skyrim, cube world, and adventure. It has many things to explore but there is very little to
the game. I figured out how to actually craft, gain ores, fight, but the one thing that was impossible was food. The controls in
this game are pre-set and there are only a few options. Movement, interaction, taking out weapon, crafting, and inventory. That
is all.

I found craft diffcult because although I did find a hammer from the bodies of skeletons, I could only harvest ores, stone, and
logs. I could not grab the simple grab for other basic components and there are no instructions.

This game could have a lot of potential but there is not a single help to it and you run around endlessly as your hunger go down
and you explore until you die from a skeleton or run out of food. In the end, I actually refunded the game as it seem it is not
worth the full price although it is on sale only a few dollars off. At most it should become like minecraft starting at $5 in alpha
and as it becomes more developed and more popular, increase the price.

I saw this game on Imgur and the creator worked alone with over 10,000 lines of code. Good job but it needs a better way to
allow feedback to expand the growth of the game quickly.

Update (November 2017): The game haven't updated and haven't listen to the commuunity. The game is now on sale for only $2
because it's doing so poorly.. Great! The new characters are unique and fun to play, the new parallel quests are the kind I like,
you can finally learn zamasu moves, S.S. Deadly Bomber, petrifying spit, etc. In other games, $10 gets you 1 char, here, you get
4 chars, 3 of whom are entirely unique, and buuhan is still great fun to use and play... just not too different. Kind of what you
expect from a buuhan, really.. Very low level guns, do not buy if u played the game a lot. Our 4-player couch has never gotten
that loud before.. It is enjoyable but not a great replacement for Games like Masters Of Orion or Galactic Civilizations. Those
are much better games than this.. In this modern age of digital distribution, Steam sales, and consumer advocacy vlogs, it can get
a little hard to remember way back in 2011 when Microsoft decided that they could do whatever they wanted with no
consequences. Mommy's Best games were (as I understand it) a bunch of scrubby punks who made some surprisingly decent
games in the Xbox 360's proprietary indie game framework, and this is their God Save the Queen. Game Type is dated, crude,
short, and angry. It reminds us of the time a multi-billion dollar software corporation sold out.
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